~Art Program~ Term 4 2019
Printing

Unit Overview: Over the term it is my intention that all students will have the opportunity
to participate in experimenting with different ways of creating art prints.
Sharing Our Work: Students will make prints that can be used in crafts and further artworks.
We will make Halloween images for classrooms, decorate paper, and create gift cards from
mono prints.
Topics/Themes: For the fourth term of 2019 I have planned arts experiences for k-3 classes
focused on exploring printing and exploration of basic colour theory.
ART VOCABULARY: print, monoprint, ghost print, , stamp, plate, shape, negative, line,
pattern, , primary colours, secondary colours, complementary colours
Background:
History of Printmaking Printmaking can be classified as either relief or intaglio. In both cases a plate
(printing surface of some kind) is manipulated in some way. Ink or pigment is then applied over the
surface of the plate. A piece of paper is then laid on top of the plate and pressed into it transferring
the image from the plate to the paper. All of the printmaking processes in this book are relief. This
means that the print image is taken from the surface of the plate. In intaglio printmaking the print
image is taken from beneath the surface of the plate (e.g., etching and engraving).
Relief printmaking surfaces can be made from a variety of materials (wood, stone, linoleum,
plexiglass, cardboard, glass, plastic, foam, cloth, and organic and inorganic materials). The oldest
printmaking materials were block stamps made of wood used by the ancient Egyptians and later the
Chinese to make impressions on clay and wax. Over time, these block stamps evolved into carved
woodblocks.
Early in the 2nd century, the Chinese developed paper. Chinese scholars used this paper to make
stone rubbing relief prints in order to study their scriptures. Large flat stones were carved then wet
paper was laid over the stone. The paper was rubbed into the negative spaces of the stone. Ink was
then applied to the paper. The result is that the recessed part appeared as white lines on a black
background. By the 6th century Buddhist monks were using woodblocks as a means of transcribing
religious doctrine. In the 15th century, Europe began producing mass quantities of paper. Relief
printmaking found its place as an acknowledged form of art and communication.
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Around 1439 Johannes Gutenberg invented a moveable type printing press that revolutionized the
way written text could be reproduced. For the first time, written information became available to
the masses. The Gutenberg Bible was the first book printed. The Bible continues to be one of the
most reprinted texts in history. Although Gutenberg’s invention allowed mass production of texts, it
was not without cost. Monks who originally transcribed texts perfected the art of calligraphy and
illustrated the stories they transcribed. This form of artistic expression unfortunately was lost to
mass production.
Today we are making similar sacrifices through the use of computer technology. Today printmaking
is an integral part of our society. We depend on printed text as a primary source for information and
entertainment. It is used to procure our attention in aesthetic advertising campaigns and as
decorum. As a fine art form, printmaking continues to be recognized around the world for its
method, diversity, and beauty.
© Julie Karlonas, 2015 https://www.caeaarteducation.org/assets/2015Conference/LessonPlans2015/karlonas%20%20every%20teachers%20introduction%20to%20printmaking.pdf

Tuesday Classes:

9.15 -10.15

2/3 Knight

10.50 (more like 11 after Muster) - 11.45 1/2 Ms J Miller
11.50 – 12.45

T/1 T Ms L Smith

1.30 (more like 1.40 after Muster) – 2.15 T/1 Ms Trainor

Learning Intention:
We are learning about mono-printing techniques.
Success Criteria:
We will be able to print using different techniques – foam printing, mono printing, gelli printing.
We will apply positive and negative shapes in different ways to create prints.
We will be able to independently undertake the process for creating a mono-print.
We will be able to make design choices to create our own artworks using mono-printing.
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Sequence of Lessons:
Basic Lesson Format: Reflection / Share work from previous week. Discuss new
artwork/technique/content. View new artwork/technique/skill from example, book or on
Smartboard. Participate in Art Making. Reflection
Weeks 1 & 2: Washable Marker Prints
Week 3: Halloween Mono Prints
Week 4: Nature Mono Prints
Weeks 5, 6 & 7: Gelli Printing
Week 8: Tidy Art Room – Relief Teacher
Week 9: Fold artworks into card gifts

***The following sequence is the intended sequence, but will be adjusted/ changed to suit
time requirements, students’ interests and abilities.
15, 22 Oct. Week 1 & 2:
View: Washable marker pattern prints below:

- Discuss how last term we explored patters. And explain that this term we are exploring
printing. We will use our pattern skills from last term for this first artwork.
-

-

Model for students how to draw up a pattern design on a foam plate. Use two
coloured pens over the design - so that student’s texture is deep enough to create a
print.
Model for kids colouring with washable markers, wetting paper with spray bottle
and pulling a print.

Response: What did the students enjoy most from the lesson?
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29 Oct. Weeks 3: Halloween Mono Prints
View: My Halloween Mono Prints

- Have students describe and share what they notice.
- Brainstorm some easy Halloween related shapes
- Model monoprinting technique :
* ink up block with white or black paint
*draw design with earbud
* place black or orange paper on the design, burnish the paper with the heel of your hand
and pull a print.
* model clean up of workspace
* students print at stations in groups of 3s (7 stations)
Reflect – what did you like most about the monoprinting technique
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Nov 5. Week 4: Mono Printing with nature
Week 4 – white,
View:

- Ask the students how such images could be created?
- Trial the students suggestions using a monoprinting block.
- Have students create prints and ghost prints of their own nature configurations at printing
making tables
- model clean up of workspace
* students print at stations in groups of 3s (7 stations)
Reflect – what did you like most about printing with leaves?
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Nov 12, 19 & 26 Week 5, 6 & 7: Gelli Printing
View: Gelli Prints

Ask the students how such images could be created?
- Trial the students suggestions using a gelli block.
- trial different gelli press techniques and materials – creating stencils and cut out shapes
- trial layering primary colours (yellow, red, then blue)
- model clean up and care of gelli press and workspace
* students print at stations in groups of 3s (7 stations)
Reflect – What did you like most about printing with the gelli press? To make gift cards what
techniques do you want to apply/try?
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3 Dec. Week 8: Mrs Lesh away at a conference – relief teacher tidy art room with
students?
10 Dec.Week 9:
Fold artworks into cards and add gift card messages.
Tie stacks of cards as gifts.

Assessment:

Students who participate in the art room lessons exploring different techniques and
participating in discussions and response opportunities and complete most tasks will be
graded as Satisfactory.

Foundation to Year 2 Content Descriptions
Explore ideas, experiences, observations and imagination to create visual artworks and design, including considering ideas
in artworks by Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander artists
Use and experiment with different materials, techniques, technologies and processes to make artworks
Create and display artworks to communicate ideas to an audience
Respond to visual artworks and consider where and why people make visual artworks, starting with visual artworks from
Australia, including visual artworks of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Peoples

Achievement Standard
By the end of Year 2, students describe artworks they make and view and where and why artworks are made and
presented. Students make artworks in different forms to express their ideas, observations and imagination, using different
techniques and processes.
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